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Mine 

 

You go forest 

and you meet a man and 

you feed him and offer him more 

if he wants. Ping. Leaning on the mouth of a mine. 

Take this small, artificial, plastic candle and get in this bucket and go down 

 

Candle in a 

dim shaft, making figures 

shine. You thought at first alone but 

they are stood on nine feet of water. Boo! Tin men. 

By this tin ear engines start in the underground and planes awaken from deep flint 

 

So go more down. 

Then the light - pfff - the light 

dies. Nothing. Squeak of the high winch. 

Up there, the man is ankle-deep in drove of hares. 

You are in darkness like a raisin in cooked cake and the whole cake is going down 

 

What do you be 

in such darkness, made block 

of all things, and what do you finde 

and how do you relate to shapes? Wet breath of mine. 

False freond, you cannot find my way out, you have become brother and my sister 

 

 

 



And my sister, 

what do you finde, how carve 

shape from dark with the faithfulness 

of my palm, my fingers, my interested thumb? 

More down, curled in bucket in water of dark, ek myn emes lif is in balaunce 

 

In darkness, dust, 

and my lungs, concrete paste, 

which make contoured and resigned shapes 

of wings; hollowed and palm-home cheeks of a flint head. 

That hardening could be my sacrifice; my body, altar; my lung offering 

 

But to whom? Form. 

You go down still but change 

comes, darkness rising to twilight, 

twilight diminishing to a well shaft of light. 

You are lowered into the sky from a cloud, swinging in the wind on a rope of light 

 

I look down at 

you, delicate life of 

weight shifting in the bucket. He 

stiride in his modir wombe as he hadde dauncid. 

There, below, is the remote landscape of toys, the mountains of slate rained from the mine 

 

Of hevon Y 

yo beken. Two footprints 

of a giant and scree turning 

to droves of hares. The weight of the sky on the earth. 

A man in a forest lowering something deep into mine on a golden thread 


